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"PEACE"
I^IBK A T? V

This is the grandest white variety ever offered in the world, and the inter-

national title of "Peace" was selected for this valuable type, which will become a standard

variety and secure a permanent place in every country when known.

This variety is not only new, distinct and of more than special merit, but it has

wonderful vitality, which will insure perfect satisfaction under all reasonable conditions.

The plant is most striking and attractive, its massive proportions, broad,

heavy foliage of a rich green, erect and vigorous habit of growth, give evidence of the

constitution and vigor, rare in light colored hybrids. These qualities are further proven

by its exceptional reproductive powers, by offsets and division.

Matured bulbs are large, smooth and practically immune from

disease, and produce plants five feet high, before the bloom spike

appears.

The flowers are large, of good form and correctly placed on

a heavy, straight spike. They are a beautiful white, with a pale

iliac feathering on the iiiienoi pti.als. —

In piacing the price of this variety within the reach of every

admirer of the Gladiolus, I do so with the greatest confidence in

its future popularity and that it supplies a long felt want, especially

to the florist.

"Peace" is not an early bloomer but rather medium to late,

and planted at the same time with other stock, it is in its best

condition when most other varieties have passed blooming. It is

of exceptional value to the florist at this time when there are few
other light colored flowers in bloom.

PRICES
Large bulbs, per dozen, .

" " 100. .

" 500 .

" " 1,000 . .

$ 3.00

20.00

75.00

125.00

"PEACE" (Groff's)

Awarded certificate of merit 1906, by the Society of American
Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists.

If you cannot secure "Peace" from your seedsman write to me.

ARTHUR COWEE
Gladiolus Specialist

Meadowvale Farms, Berlin, N. Y., U. S. A.

Special Discourit

Allowed to Seedsmen
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